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To Our Customers, Stockholders and Employees:

Last year was a very difficult and challenging year for us as we executed a series of critical infra-

structure and strategic projects that I have described on numerous occasions as our company’s

much-needed invasive surgery.

In September 2003 when I joined 3D Systems, I immedi-
ately recognized the need for an extensive transformation,
designed to create a solid foundation for scalability and
sustained profitable growth. However, given the fragility
at that time of our infrastructure, inherited organiza-
tional and legal complexities, gaps in our materials
strategy and the relative aging of our legacy products,
we settled initially on stabilizing and enhancing what
we had and delivered progressively stronger revenue
growth and profitability throughout 2004 and 2005.
I previously described this as a period of proving what
our business model could achieve, while at the same
time stabilizing and preparing the company for the
transformation we had in mind.

During this stage, we began to introduce new-from-
the-ground-up systems in all three of our technology
platforms with integrated material cartridges and deliv-
ered what I considered to be acceptable results. But I 
was not satisfied with our progress to advance our tech-
nological leadership and achieve the kind of sustainable
growth of which I believe our business is capable.

Although there is never a perfect time to embark on a
major business transformation, after extensive planning,
we decided to make 2006 the year in which we would
invest heavily in our company to give us the required 
systems, facilities and products necessary to scale up and
achieve the kind of sustained profitable growth to which
we aspire. Ever mindful of the scope and duration of such
invasive initiatives, we decided to condense as much as
possible the exposure period by running multiple pro-
jects concurrently. Early in 2006, we commenced with 
the execution of our ambitious plan.We self-funded our

investments during a time that for us was unfavorable for
investment, and while some questioned our strategy, we
committed the time, the effort and the money to deliver
superior leap-frog products and scalable infrastructure for
the long-term benefit of our customers and stockholders.

Regretfully, implementing these significant initiatives
resulted in temporary disruptions that adversely affected
our ability to adequately support our customers.We
believed that we had all the required resources in place
to complete these activities smoothly; clearly, in hind-
sight, we did not. However, I am pleased to share with
you that I believe we’ve passed the critical point and are
transitioning to a point where our recent choices and
their resulting products and capabilities are now being
validated by the very same customers who already are
beginning to experience the difference.

Abe N. Reichental, President and Chief Executive Officer.
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However, high machine prices at $500,000 per system
and expansive 3-D Mechanical Computer-Aided Design
(CAD) seats at more than $100,000 per copy rendered
this technology affordable only to an exclusive club 
of large companies and third-party service bureaus.
Consequently, after the initial growth spurt from early
adopters, industry growth slowed.

So as our Additive Manufacturing Technology was
being adopted slowly as the tool of choice to transform
the product-development process by collapsing time 
to market, reducing development cost and significantly
improving product quality, its reach and penetration
were very limited.

Recognizing the need to accelerate growth and expand
the affordability and reach of our Additive Manufacturing
Technology and benefiting from the increased afford-
ability and availability of 3-D CAD, we have embarked 
on an extensive product portfolio transformation aimed
at targeting these very attractive growth opportunities,
3-D Modeling and Rapid Manufacturing.

3-D Modeling
Recognizing that the price point and sophistication of
our traditional Rapid Prototyping Systems limited their
sale and use to a select group of customers, we devel-
oped and commercialized a comprehensive family of 
3-D Modelers. Our growing family of 3-D Modelers is
easy to operate and better suited for desktop use,
design departments, and various micro-casting opera-
tions. Most importantly, our 3-D Modelers are much
more affordable to operate and own, ranging in price
from $14,900 to $125,000.

Business Transformation

Born only 20 years ago with the invention of the very first Stereolithography (SLA®) System 

by Chuck Hull, our co-founder and current chief technology officer, our industry experienced an

exciting initial rapid growth phase.
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Concurrent functionality enhancements and price
reductions in CAD software have lowered the entry 
barrier as well. In fact, a CAD seat that 20 years ago
would have sold for up to $100,000 can now be
acquired for less than $5,000. As a relative newcomer 
to this space of economical Desktop Modeling tools,
we watched with interest the pioneering work that was
already done by other industry players, and based on
their early success, believe that at the right price point
3-D Modelers will enable more companies to bring the
technology in-house. In fact, today more than 1 million
2D plotters are already used as the output devices of
choice by 3-D CAD users.

Acting on this belief, in January 2007 we announced
that we had successfully developed a revolutionary 
and disruptive technology called Film Transfer Imaging
(FTI) and plan to begin selling the compact V-Flash™
Desktop Modeler this summer for the economical price
of $9,900 per system.

Our ability to make good on our long-range plans and
bring to market a disruptive, compact and affordable
Desktop Modeler within 30 short months of its inception
underscores our commitment and capability to lead our
industry and grow our business through technology.We
firmly believe that easy-to-use and affordable systems
such as our V-Flash™ Desktop Modeler could enable us
over time to replicate the impressive penetration that the
2D plotter industry enjoys today and position us as lead-
ers and innovators in this exciting space.

Rapid Manufacturing
The most significant application of our proprietary and
patented Additive Manufacturing Technology is Rapid
Manufacturing. Today, our suite of Rapid Manufacturing
solutions is used successfully in an indirect form in
cases where our customers create disposable tooling or

die-casting patterns, or in a direct form in cases where
the part that is produced on our machine is the actual
end-use part. We are benefiting from a convergence of
marketplace migration toward mass customization and
the improving ability of our Additive Manufacturing
Technology to deliver the desired accuracy, materials’
quality and speed necessary for the manufacturing of
everyday production-quality parts.

Today, the use of our technology for end-use production
already spans many different industries, ranging from
high-performance aerospace parts and hearing aids to
mass customization of jewelry and dental restorations.
Sophisticated desktop scanning technology and the
availability of hand-held and inter-oral scanning devices
are likely to further accelerate the adoption of Rapid
Manufacturing into additional health-care segments.

The Rapid Manufacturing opportunity is not sized by
comparing our Additive Manufacturing Technology 
to traditional methods, such as injection molding for 
plastics or die casting for metals, but by recognizing the 
endless design and fabrication freedom our technology
delivers that traditional processes cannot. Short-run 
manufacturing that does not justify the tooling costs
associated with traditional methods is a major opportu-
nity.This is particularly true for manufacturing companies
desiring to stay in their primary markets — companies
that have seen most traditional mass production
migrate offshore.

Enabling efficient unmanned production of low-volume
specialized products available just in time represents 
a significant competitive advantage for our customers
versus low-cost competition. In addition to avoiding up-
front tooling costs, our proven SLS® and SLA® Solutions
can incorporate extremely detailed microstructures and
complex geometries. This enables product designers to 
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Rapid Manufacturing Portfolio

optimize their products in ways that are not possible
with traditional manufacturing methods.

While the market opportunities represented by Rapid
Manufacturing are relatively small today, 3D Systems 
has already sold and installed hundreds of systems into
successful direct and indirect Rapid Manufacturing appli-
cations. In fact, as we exited 2006, more than half of the
systems we sold were delivered into Rapid Manufacturing
applications.Today, according to independent market 
surveys, Rapid Manufacturing parts made on 3D Systems’
solutions for applications such as hearing aids and ortho-
dontic fixtures represent more than half of all the parts
produced for all applications by all industry players.We
expect that this much higher output per application 
coupled with our new manufacturing-capable systems
and materials will be a strong growth driver.

Reflecting on this multi-year trend, we believe that as
production speeds increase, materials more closely
resemble today’s finished products and accuracy
improves, Rapid Manufacturing will become our largest
segment over the long term, a segment which is truly
open-ended.Source: 3D Systems Corporation and Wohlers Report
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Over the past couple of years, we accelerated our R&D
spending, reinvented our own materials portfolio and
introduced numerous new proprietary engineered 
materials and composites. Looking beyond our own
capabilities, we partnered with other significant industry
players and entered into an innovative joint-development
agreement with Symyx Technologies that we anticipate
will aid us in discovering Rapid Manufacturing materials.
To deliver optimal customer performance and quality,
we designed the means to efficiently integrate the 
entire materials packaging and delivery process into 
our systems. Our new materials cartridges incorporate
proprietary design and authentication technology 
such as Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) to deliver
significant yield and quality benefits to our customers.

Despite all of our 2006 disruptions, materials revenue
increased as a percentage of overall revenue and at 
the end of 2006 represented some 39% of our annual
revenue. Our growing installed base, coupled with 
the integration of our new systems with proprietary
materials cartridges and the continuum of expert 
solutions, should improve the profitability of our busi-
ness as revenue from materials continues to outpace
the growth in systems. Accordingly, the stability of 
our revenue base should improve as consumables’
sales rise as a percentage of the product mix relative 
to systems.

Revenue Mix and Profitability

Materials represent the most important area for technological innovation in our industry. End-

use part quality is highly dependent on the materials used. New developments and additional

breakthroughs in the materials arena are therefore critical to expanding the market potential

of major opportunities such as Rapid Manufacturing and 3-D Modeling.
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n We stabilized and enhanced the performance of 
our Viper™ Pro SLA® and Sinterstation® Pro SLS®
Systems, two significant, new-from-the-ground-up
Rapid Manufacturing solutions.

n We introduced an integrated digital dentistry 
3-D Modeling System, the InVision® Dental Pro (DP).

n We introduced several revolutionary engineered
materials and composites.

n We continued outsourcing non-core activities such
as spare parts’ distribution, resulting in improved
next-day service to our customers.

n We continued pruning our older products, including
curtailing development and sale of upgrades to
legacy systems.

n We expanded our network of systems’ outsourcing
partners and suppliers to include materials and 
service providers.

n We broadened our strategic alliances with several key
industry players and research universities globally.

n We invested heavily in strategic and tactical R&D —
increasing R&D costs to more than $13 million —
as part of our commitment to improve overall 
customer success.

n We consolidated our corporate headquarters into 
a new facility in Rock Hill, S.C., USA, to enhance our
effectiveness and customer responsiveness and to
reduce overall costs.

n We created a state-of-the-art Rapid Manufacturing
Center (RMC) to showcase our product line and an
advanced research and development center.

n We completed the development of our world-
class 3D Systems University in partnership with 
York Technical College to provide training to our
customers, resellers and employees.

n We implemented an ERP system in order to stream-
line our operations, enhance customer service and
provide more timely and effective management
information.

n We stepped up remediation efforts to achieve effective
controls across all functions and geographies in
which we operate.

Capabilities and Infrastructure

Throughout 2006, as part of our post-operative phase, we continued to realign, restructure 

and strengthen our team and have already managed to deliver impressive results:

3D Systems’ new global headquarters in Rock
Hill, S.C., USA, features high-tech R&D laborato-
ries and a Rapid Manufacturing Center.

The InVision® DP 3-D System is designed for
dental labs to print their wax-ups.

A lens made of Accura® 60 Plastic, a material
that is used in SLA® Systems.
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Transforming the Way People Design, Develop and Manufacture

A decade of numerous customer successes demonstrates that our solutions reduce develop-

ment time up to 50 percent, a powerful improvement in a fiercely competitive environment

where time to market is a key variable. Our proprietary solutions significantly shrink cycle times

in numerous stages of a product’s development and manufacturing cycle.

Rapid Manufacturing         Office Modeler Desktop Modeler t t

Printing Press          Office Printer Desktop Printer t t2D

Comprehensive Solutions Continuum

In addition to dramatically collapsing overall develop-
ment time, our comprehensive technology platforms
deliver substantial savings, enabling the optimization 
of design for manufacturing at a much earlier stage 
of development.

We are part of a very young and exciting industry 
with substantial growth opportunities. Advances in
technology, materials and systems, combined with new
applications, are transforming our industry. The expand-
ing availability and affordability of 3-D CAD seats, sketch
packages and scanners along with the emergence of
compact Desktop Modelers, economical 3-D Printers
and large-capacity, manufacturing-floor-ready Rapid
Manufacturing Systems are accelerating the adoption
of our rapid design and manufacturing solutions by
more and more new customers ready to experience the
difference every day.

As we look ahead, we are confident in the fundamentals
of our business model and in our strengthening indus-
try leadership position through even stronger and more
comprehensive technological leadership. Our trans-

formed business model, renewed organizational
strength and expanded global presence underscore our
strong commitment to improve our customers’ success.

We reflect on 2006 with mixed emotions — pride for our
overall achievements and for the strong momentum with
which we ended the year, and disappointment for the
operating losses and the unintended consequences lead-
ing to restatements of our financials. I firmly believe that
by taking the bold and difficult steps we executed during
this past year, we are well positioned for the future and
that to a person, our customers and employees alike are
beginning to experience the difference.

I am very grateful to our loyal customers and stockholders
for their outstanding support during this very difficult
period and to all of my fellow employees for their
extraordinary performance.

Abe N. Reichental
President and Chief Executive Officer
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Geographical Coverage Corporate Directory

Stockholder Information

Global Headquarters
3D Systems Corporation
333 Three D Systems Circle
Rock Hill, SC 29730 USA
+1 803.326.4080 or +1 800.889.2964

Annual Meeting
The Annual Meeting of Stockholders of the Company is
scheduled to be held at 10:00 a.m. EDT on May 15, 2007,
at the Company’s global headquarters at 333 Three D 
Systems Circle, Rock Hill, SC 29730 USA.

News Releases
3D Systems publicly issues quarterly earnings reports 
and periodically issues other news releases. News releases 
can also be accessed through the Company’s Web site at
www.3dsystems.com.

3D Systems Corporation
333 Three D Systems Circle
Rock Hill, SC 29730 USA

Phone: +1 803.326.4010 
E-mail: moreinfo@3dsystems.com

Securities and Exchange 
Commission Reports 
3D Systems files periodic reports with the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC). The Company’s SEC filings are
available on the Company’s Web site at www.3dsystems.com.
For copies or investor relations information, please contact 3D
Systems’ Investor Relations Department.

Stock Transfer Agent
U.S. Stock Transfer Corporation
1745 Gardena Avenue, Suite 200
Glendale, CA 91204 USA
www.usstock.com
+1 818.502.1404

Independent Registered 
Public Accounting Firm
BDO Seidman, LLP
1001 Moorehead Square Drive, Suite 300
Charlotte, NC 28203 USA

Common Stock Listing 
The Company’s common stock is listed on The Nasdaq Stock
Market, LLC, under the symbol TDSC.

Officers
Abe N. Reichental
President and Chief 
Executive Officer

Charles W. Hull
Co-Founder, Executive 
Vice President and 
Chief Technology Officer

Gerald J. Pribanic
Interim Vice President and 
Chief Financial Officer

Robert M. Grace, Jr.
Vice President, General
Counsel and Secretary

William J. Tennison
Vice President, Controller and 
Chief Accounting Officer 

Brian K. Fraser
Vice President 

Stephen M. Goddard
Vice President

Cary J. Love
Vice President

Kevin P. McAlea
Vice President

Ray R. Saunders
Vice President

Board of Directors
G. Walter Loewenbaum, II
Chairman of the Board of 
Directors, Chairman and Chief 
Executive Officer, Finetooth, Inc.

Abe N. Reichental
President and Chief 
Executive Officer,
3D Systems Corporation

Charles W. Hull
Co-Founder, Executive 
Vice President and Chief
Technology Officer,
3D Systems Corporation

Kevin S. Moore
President,
The Clark Estates, Inc.

Miriam V. Gold
Attorney and Counselor at Law

Jim D. Kever
Principal,
Voyent Partners LLC

Richard C. Spalding
Partner,
Thomas Weisel Healthcare 
Venture Partners

Daniel S. Van Riper
Independent Financial Consultant

The Americas
Argentina
Brazil
Canada
Chile
Colombia
Costa Rica
Ecuador
Guatemala
Mexico
Paraguay
Peru
United States
Uruguay
Venezuela

Asia
China
Hong Kong
India
Indonesia
Japan
Korea
Malaysia
Philippines
Singapore
Taiwan
Thailand
Vietnam

Australasia
Australia
New Zealand

Europe,
Middle East,
Africa
Austria
Belgium
Czech Republic
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Luxembourg
The Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Russia
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
Ukraine
United Kingdom
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